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Introduction – 1

More capable sensors are always better – right?
• More data collected at higher resolution and greater

precision
• Leads to better downstream analytics
• . . . and that’s why we’re all here

Introduction – 2

But what can we do with minimal sensing?
• “Incapable” sensors can still solve (some) problems

This talk
• A provocation on the theme of minimalism
• What are the mathematical limits of limited sensing?
• . . . because they may not be where we think they are

The target counting problem
Given
• A (fixed) set of targets
• A network of sensors able

to count but not identify
targets in their vicinity

How many targets are there?
• Overlapping observations

of the same target
• Holes in coverage
• How good is the estimate?

What controls it?

Context
Is this a serious problem?
• No (hard to find sensors like this; very abstract)
• Yes (represents of a class of other problems;

mathematically tractable)

Received a lot of attention as a motivating problem
• Depends strongly on the topology of the system
• Result is bound to be an approximation (can’t count targets

lying in holes in the coverage)
• See Wu et alia 1 for a recent survey
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Approximating the count
Use geometry to work out duplicate coverage 2
• Minimise topology to exclude unnecessary duplicates

(which it turns out isn’t unique 3 )
• Compute maximum overlap m
• Compute
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Strengths and weaknesses

Places an explicit bound on the mis-counting
• Useful for building confidence intervals

Sensitive to geometry
• Small changes in footprint can result in large changes in

bounds
• . . . and real sensors are seldom well-behaved enough to

avoid this

Target counting using algebraic topology
Sensor network topology
• Co-observation behaviour,

when sensors might
observe the same target
• Capture this high-level

information into a
topological structure
• Simplicial topology 4 , a

structure built from points,
lines, triangles, tetrahedra,
...
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Euler characteristic integration – 1
Euler characteristics χ
• Roughly a measure of the “holes” in a surface

Assign a “height” function to every simplex
• Each sensor is an 0-simplex, h(p) = #Ap , the number of

targets observed by p
• For every k-simplex, h(p) = min{h(q)|q ∈ B(p)}

Form the integral of this
function wrt theR Euler
characteristic, S h dχ

Euler characteristic integration – 2
Form sub-complexes {h > s}, the level sets of simplices
lying at a height above s
• Estimate the integral as

the sum of the Euler
characteristics of the level
sets as s increases
• “Flood the landscape”
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This integral approximates the number of targets being
observed 5
• In the continuum limit of an infinitely dense network of

infinitely small sensors, this approximation becomes exact
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Experiments (work in progress)
Construct various sensor layouts as
simplicial complexes
• Triangular meshes, perturbed meshes,

random layouts, . . .
• Python library to manipulate the

simplicial complexes

Drop a collection of targets onto the
network
• Compare actual number of targets to

estimates
• Vary parameters of sensor distance

Results: correct, under- and over-counting – 1
We experimented 6
with different grid
shapes and target
counts
• Very poor as

number of targets
increases,especially
for perturbed grids
• Increasing sensor

density can make
estimate worse – at
least for a while
6
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Results: correct, under- and over-counting – 2
Estimate can under- and
over-count targets
#A ≈

∞
X

χ({h > s})

s=0

Two ways a target can be
observed
• Raise the overall height function,

generating a new level set
• Split a level set, increasing χ
• Either or both may happen,

depending on the details of the
complex

Evaluation

An interesting application of unfamiliar mathematics
• Perfect for distributed computation, so scales well and can

be implemented in-network
• Sensitive to how well the complex approximates space
• Robust in some ways; seems fragile in others
• Insights from our other approaches may generalise
• For example, be good to know whether we can generate

bounds

Conclusion
The quality of sensor needed
• Even very low-quality sensors can solve (or at least

approximate) solutions in some cases
• Make use of more information about the arrangement of

sensors in space, their co-observational behaviour, etc

Future work
• Can we use similar approaches for, for example, improved

estimates of temperature or air quality?
• What constitutes a “good enough” approximation of a

space?
• What happens in the case of degraded sensors?
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Addendum: the continuum limit – 1
A dense set of infinitely small sensors
• One sensor at each point of X ⊂ R2
• Set of targets, each having an impact on the sensor field

Ua ⊂ X

Define a height function
(
X
1 x ∈ Ua
IUa (x) =
⇒ h(x) =
IUa (x)
0 otherwise
a
• If each Ua is a circle of radius R then each target is seen

by M = πR 4 sensors

Addendum: the continuum limit – 2
Then theRnumber of targets is given by
#A = M1 R2 h(x) dx since
Z
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